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I ve Had Enough
By The Tractors
>From The CD - The Tractors
Transcribed by Dan Nicholas

Play with the first fret capoed.

C#   Eb   G#    C#

                            Eb
I ve had enough of chasin  rainbows
     G#                         C#    G#
And dreams that never do come true
      C#                     Eb
I ve had enough of broken hearts
     G#                           C#         G#
But honey I can t get enough of you

      C#                     Eb
I ve had enough of bills & taxes
         G#                         Eb    G#
I can t get ahead no matter what I do
      C#                     Eb
I ve had enough of workin  my whole life away
     G#                           C#
But honey I can t get enough of you

            F#
Bridge...By now it should be clear
                                                        C#
         I ve had it up to here.... with all kinds of stuff
          F#
         Honey you know it s true
                                                     G#
         Baby when it comes to you.... I can t get enough



C#     Eb                  G#   C#    G#
       Ahhhh Fiddles yes
C#     Eb                                       G#   C#   G#
       Play it pretty boys, play it pretty now

Bridge........

      C#                 Eb
I ve had enough of politicians
     G#                                 C#        G#
You can t believe a word they say is true
      C#                       Eb
I ve had enough of strangers tellin me how to live
     G#                           C#    G#
But honey I can t get enough of you

           C#                     Eb
Yeah I ve had enough of broken hearts  I ve had my share
     G#                           C#     G#  C#
But honey I can t get enough of you
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